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Burning
After humankind discovered how to use fire.  It saw
this as a blessing.  Wood burning was supplemented
with fossil fuel burning.  English Christians introduc-
ing the industrial age started the pollution that is
leading to climate change.  Fire and burning are now
a threat, a curse. STOP BURNING NOW !!!

Stop burning: cigarettes, coal, dung,
garbage, gas, oil, uranium, wood, ...

A most dangerous part of burning is, SMOKE. In
fires the greatest threat to health and mortality is
smoke inhalation. On a greater scale smoke ris-
ing up into the atmosphere stops heat escaping
into Space.  Surface water warms, surface land
warms, ice melts: Climate Change!

To survive and good health the human body needs, ‘Breathable air’!
Humans burning things is the main threat to, breathable air.
It starts with the individual who use their windpipe
as a chimney their lung as sieve for toxic fumes and
air impurities.  Using the human body as chimney is
a severe health risk, an insult to 1 GOD's design.
Smoking the addiction!  A human tragedy!
A community burden!

Smokers stink from the mouth. Their clothing stink.
They stink up a room. Their ashes are everywhere.
Their butts are everywhere. They are disgusting,
dirty, stinking individuals. Shun them Shame them !

Smokers are a health risk to themselves.  They burn
their lips, teeth, gums, mouth, throat, windpipe and
lungs, becoming sick, a burden to the community.
Smokers are lazy taking many smoke breaks and self
inflicted sickies.  Hold them accountable!

Smokers are a health risk to others. Pregnant smok-
ers  are hurting their unborn.  After birth these new
born are sentenced to a life of having health issues.
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They may have deformities, disabilities,.. Pregnant smokers are prose-
cuted, hurting unborn: MS R3.
Passive smoke (assault) hurts people.  Smokers that
create passive smoke get, MS R3. Entities (leisure,
entertainment, work..) that allow smoking get, MS
R3 pay compensation. Government that allow
smoking are replaced, + MS R7

Smokers are negligent.  They start fires: homes,
grass, forest. They are held accountable, MS R4
and pay compensation. They injure people, animals ,
MS R5  They kill people, animals, MS R6.

In 1951 (pagan calendar) it was established that smoking is unhealthy a
severe threat. Government and its agencies, departments that didn't
'Ban' smoking failed (dereliction of duty) to serve, protect the commu-
nity. Retrospective legislation is passed.  These guilty get, MS R7.
Any individual or group, business or other entity
that promotes (freebies, advertising, marketing), al-
lows (parents, teachers, work, clubs, eateries,
entertainment venue,...), profits (suppliers, manufa-
cturers, transporters, wholesalers, retailers), makes
available 'Smokes' and or smoking accessories MS
R7 It doesn't matter what the 'Smokes' contain.
The act of smoking (vaping)  is the health risk.

Zero Tolerance to Smoking !
Burning of coal, dung, garbage, gas, oil, wood,.. ends!
BBQ use non burning energy (electricity, solar,..). Breach, MS R3.
Bonfires end!  Breach, MS R3.
Fire pits end!  Breach, MS R3.
Fireworks end!  Laser lights replace them.  Breach, MS R3.
Garbage is to be biodegradable, recyclable!  Breach, MS R5.
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Garden, other tools use non burning energy (electricity, solar,..).
Breach, MS R3.
Homes use non burning energy (electricity, solar,..). Breach, MS R3.
Land clearing use non burning mulching!  Breach, MS R3.
Out door heating end!  Breach, MS R3.  Heating out doors is ridicu-
lous. Put on warmer clothing or stay inside.
Power stations use non burning energy (electricity, solar, waves,
wind,..).  Breach, MS R7.
Transport use non burning energy (electricity, solar, wind..). Breach,
MS R3.


